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Parts for Tryon’s North West Trade Gun Lock .................. #Lock-Tryon
Most parts are finished and hardened. A few parts require fitting, drilling 

in place, and tempering. We stock all these parts for immediate delivery.
#Lock-Tryon-Pl lock plate & pan, 6.2 x 1.”, wax cast $25.99
#Lock-Tryon-Fr frizzen, as cast, not hardened $20.99
#Lock-1750-Fx frizzen screw, .94” long, 6-40, inside $ 2.99
#Lock-Tryon-Fs frizzen spring, use 6-40 screw $20.99
#Lock-1750-Bx frizzen spring screw, 6-40 $ 2.29
#Lock-Tryon-Co flint cock, 1.650” throw, not tapped $14.99
#Lock-Tryon-Tj top jaw, .97” x 1.1” oval, with .3” hole $ 8.99
#Lock-Tryon-Tjx top jaw screw, 5/16-18”, hole & slot $ 4.99
#Lock-Tryon-Tu tumbler, tapped 6-40, cut for fly $25.99
#Lock-Tryon-Tx tumbler screw, 6-40, .375” head $ 3.99
#Lock-1750-Fl fly detent, long, tempered $ 9.99
#Lock-1750-Br bridle, as cast, uses two screws $ 8.99
#Lock-1750-Bx bridle screw, .50”, .187” head, 6-40 $ 2.29
#Lock-1750-Se sear, tempered, use 6-40 screw $16.50
#Lock-1750-Sx sear screw, .650” long, 6-40 $ 2.29
#Lock-1750-Ss sear spring, shorter than Siler’s $ 7.99
#Lock-1750-Ssx sear spring screw, .437”, 6-40 thread $ 2.29
#Lock-1750-Ms mainspring, tempered steel $19.99

Tryon’s Northwest Trade Gun Lock ................................#Lock-Tryon
Edward K. Tryon of Philadelphia was a major gun maker, supplying fur 

traders, Indian agents, merchants, and the U.S. Government with well 
made rifles, muskets and pistols. His guns are highly  collectible! Made 
for Track by R. E. Davis, it fits our Northwest Trade Gun stock, and will 
easily replace a worn Pedersoli LOTT lock, or North Star Arms trade gun 
lock. In ten minutes your gun can have a new Tryon lock.

A tiny bit larger than the North Star trade gun lock made by the late 
Curly Gustomski, we recommend inletting this lock as a  replacement for 
the North Star lock, when spare parts are exhausted. 

You might stamp our “sitting fox” or “tombstone fox” mark, or maker’s 
name on this plain plate. Many trophy shops can engrave your  design. 
Refer to The Northwest Gun by Charles Hanson, Jr. to view examples of 
marked and engraved lock plates. Original Northwest trade guns nearly 
 always have serpent sideplates. See our sideplate pages.

The simple pan matches the round faced plate. This pan has a bridle 
arm to support the frizzen pivot screw. The frizzen fits well.

Fitted with a fly, this lock can be used with set triggers. However, 
N.M.L.R.A. rules do not allow set triggers in Northwest Trade Gun events. 
Our Tryon trade gun lock can be used on guns with 28, 24, 20, 16, 12, or 
10 gauge barrels up to 1-1/4” octagon or round, at the breech.  
#Lock-Tryon E. K. Tryon’s Northwest Trade Gun lock  only $145.99
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Gunmaker’s Tip:
 Older variations of our popular Tryon’s 
Northwest Trade Gun Lock can be repaired 
using our parts. These include the early 
Northwest Trade Gun locks by Peter Allan, 
hand made locks by N. V. Sikligar, India, 
and early R. E. Davis locks which carry his 
“circle - D” hallmark inside.
 This whole lock can be used to replace 
the similar LOTT lock by Davide Pedersoli, 
the Blunderbuss lock from India, and the 
slightly smaller fox-in-circle trade gun flint 
locks by North Star Arms.
 Specify which lock requires new parts.

Edward K. Tryon, Philadelphia, 
Northwest Indian Trade Gun

flint lock

#Stamp-EB
Hudson’s Bay Co.
Tombstone Fox

barrel and lock stamp
$29.99

#Stamp-FC
Circle Fox

Northwest Trade Gun
barrel and lock stamp

$29.99
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